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MANTA

M A N T A
Manta, the latest evolution in the Teosport pad line-up. The pad features a seamless half moon shape. This innovative solution 
is unique and cannot be found on the present market. It helps the rider improve stability and wearability on the saddle, as the 
chamois shape perfectly wraps around the body of the cyclist, and adapts to all movements of the pedal. The central seam 
elimination is the first step to a new era of cycling pads, specifically created to remove any kind of friction. We were able to 
combine the best features of our fabrics and foams, creating a pad that provides unprecedented performance absorbing qualities. 
The Manta, thanks to its ergonomic features, is suitable for all types of cycling disciplines.

CODE: HT1300.L002

HT1300.L002 A: 32 cm – B: 24 cm - C: 34,8 cm - D:17,4 cm

SIZE
a

b

c

d

M
AN

TA
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TM ARMADILLO PLUS

P L U S
The TM Armadillo PLUS is a continued development of our original Armadillo pad. We did a thorough study on the position seating 
of cyclist, which led to the development of the TM Armadillo PLUS. In this pad we placed an extra insert of Poron in the middle part 
to absorb impacts and abrasion in the perineal area. Poron 92 slow memory foam guarantees to cushion impacts and vibrations 
during training and competitions. This pad incorporates all features of the Tm Armadillo concept, outlined below. With the TM 
Armadillo PLUS we are able to satisfy the needs of even the most critical of riders. TM Armadillo concept exists of the following 
movements: Torsion, Inclination, Extension and Compression. It features a HT90 ergonomic system with lateral wings molded 90° 
and TMirror solution, the flat surface and inserts that go in the opposite direction, are solutions that optimize the product satisfy 
even more the needs of riders.

CODE MAN: TE0098.L013 CODE WOMAN: TE0098.D013

TM ARMADILLO CONCEPT

CONCEPT
The TM Armadillo CONCEPT pads are made with a special pressed line system, designed and created with various levels and heights. 
It is able to guarantee and facilitate the movements of torsion, inclination and compression-extension for the athlete during 
racing. The Armadillo insert combined with TMirror technology, the HT90 lunettes system and Poron 92 sock absorption has been 
thoroughly tested by professional athletes. This allows Teo Sport to offer a revolutionary new solution in the market.

CODE MAN: HT0078.L011 CODE WOMAN: HT0078.D011
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TE0098.L013  A: 37 cm – B: 22,3 cm TE0098.D013  A: 32,8 cm – B: 21,7 cm

SIZE

HT0078.L011   A: 37 cm – B: 22,3 cm HT0078.D011   A: 32,8 cm – B: 21,7 cm

SIZE

AIR PLUS
Fabric

TM Smooth ad System

Poron Insert:
• 4MM
• shock absorption

TM Redouble Comfort

3D Light mesh

Perforated 
OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 4mm

• density: 40kg/m3

V.C.F. Perforated
OPEN CELL FOAM Concept:

• thickness: 10mm
• density: 90kg/m3

HT90 wings
molded tech

Armadillo Concept Area:
• torsion

• inclination
• compression

• extension

XFT
Fabric

TM Smooth ad System

Poron Insert:
• 4MM
• shock absorption

TM Redouble Comfort

3D Light mesh

Perforated 
OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 4mm

• density: 40kg/m3

OPEN CELL FOAM Concept:
• thickness: 10mm

• density: 90kg/m3

HT90 wings
molded tech

Armadillo Concept Area:
• torsion

• inclination
• compression

• extension
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TM ARMADILLO REVO

R E V O
The TM REVO version is the perfect solution for all riders looking for a softer pad, while maintaining the technical solutions that 
make up the TM Armadillo CONCEPT. It still provides the most important Armadillo characteristics:  Torsion, Inclination, Extension, 
and Compression. It also incorporates the HT90 system, with its 90° shaped lateral lunettes, combined with the TMirror solution, 
the flat surface and overturned inserts. We inserted an extra Poron 92 slow memory insert, positioned at the back absorbs all 
vibrations. This pad is breathable, light and is suitable for all situations.

CODE MAN: HT0078.LN11 CODE WOMAN: HT0078.DN11
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TM ARMADILLO PHASE

P H A S E
Thanks to the flexibility of the TM Armadillo pad, the PHASE version guarantees maximum comfort for riders who prefer a more 
thin and light pad. Whilst maintaining the main features of TM Armadillo, the PHASE pad differs from the other versions of TM 
Armadillo with the absence of a Poron insert.  The absence of this insert ensures a more direct contact with the saddle, creating 
greater control over the torsion, compression, extension, tilting phases. Thanks to its flat surface, softness, elasticity, breathability 
and ergonomics, the TM Armadillo Phase is a product that is able to satisfy even the most critical of athletes.

CODE MAN: HT0078.LN01 CODE WOMAN: HT0078.DN01
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BLAZER Fabric

TM Smooth ad System

TM Redouble Comfort
OPEN CELL FOAM:

.thickness: 4mm
.density: 40kg/m3

Armadillo Concept Area:
• torsion
• inclination
• compression
• extension

V.C.F. Perforated OPEN CELL FOAM Concept:
• thickness: 10mm

• density: 90kg/m3

HT90 wings
molded tech

BLAZER
Fabric

TM Smooth ad System

Poron Insert:
• 4MM
• shock absorption

TM Redouble Comfort

Perforated 
OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 4mm

• density: 40kg/m3

V.C.F. Perforated
OPEN CELL FOAM Concept:

• thickness: 10mm
• density: 90kg/m3

HT90 wings
molded tech

Armadillo Concept Area:
• torsion

• inclination
• compression

• extension

HT0078.LN11  A: 37 cm – B: 22,3 cm HT0078.DN11  A: 32,8 cm – B: 21,7 cm HT0078.LN01   A: 37 cm – B: 22,3 cm HT0078.LN01   A: 32,8 cm – B: 21,7 cm
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BLADE SIGN 90 PLUS
CODE MAN: BS102.LQ000-01 CODE WOMAN: BS102.DQ000-01

90 PLUS
High breathability, lightness, freedom of movement and softness are the features of this pad to ensure maximum comfort. The 
pad is suitable for all types of discipline. Created with a one-density, 90 perforated foam construction and excessive foam parts 
removed by Blade Sign technology is a product highly appreciated by athletes. Special attention to the production processes to 
make the product very technical with the HT90 technologies, 90 ° curved flaps and TMirror system, the flat surface with support 
inserts that are developed  for the opposite direction.

SIZESIZE
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BLADE SIGN 90
CODE MAN: BS102.LAP00-02  CODE WOMAN: BS102.DAP00-02 

9 0
Shaped 90° lunettes, flat surface combined with Blade Sign technology allow us to eliminate the excess parts of perforated 
foam with density 90 creating a very technical product. Softness and lightness guarantee the best comfort for all riders. The 
perforated foam increases the breathability, reducing the drying time.

BLAZER
Fabric

OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 11mm

• density: 90kg/m3

OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 4mm

• density: 40kg/m3

BLADE SIGN
Concept

HT90 wings
molded tech

BLAZER
Fabric

Perforated OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 11mm

• density: 90kg/m3

Perforated OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 4mm

• density: 90kg/m3

BLADE SIGN
Concept

HT90 wings
molded tech

BS102.LQ000-01  A: 36 cm B: 21.3 cm BS102.LAP00-02  A: 36 cm B: 21.3 cmBS102.DQ000-01 A: 30,6 cm B: 21.2 cm BS102.DAP00-02 A: 30,6 cm B: 21.2 cm
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BLADE SIGN 60
CODE MAN: BS102.LAF00-02 CODE WOMAN: BS102.DAF00-02 

6 0
The BLADE SIGN 60 pad is the Blade Sign solution that guarantee an excellent support with medium-density of foam and support. 
Lightness and freedom of movement are the main features of this range. We combined HT90 technology, 90° shaped side lunettes, 
and the flat surface of the TMirror concept. This pad was designed to meet the needs of riders for cycling disciplines.

BLADE SIGN 80
CODE MAN: BS102.LAJ00-02 CODE WOMAN: BS102.DAJ00-02 

8 0
High-density foam and high lift capacity guarantee great freedom of movement and great comfort during saddle dismounts. 
Density 80 foam provides excellent performance for demanding athletes. Thanks to the Blade Sign technology you can eliminate 
the foam surplus and smooth the corners to reducing all the problems that could create a too rigid foam. The final product is 
suitable for all disciplines of cycling, thanks to the HT90 and TMirror technologies.
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SIZESIZE

BLAZER
Fabric

OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 10mm

• density: 60kg/m3

OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 4mm

• density: 40kg/m3

BLADE SIGN
Concept

HT90 wings
molded tech

BLAZER
Fabric

OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 10mm

• density: 80kg/m3

OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 4mm

• density: 40kg/m3

BLADE SIGN
Concept

HT90 wings
molded tech

BS102.LAJ00-02  A: 36 cm B: 21.3 cm BS102.LAF00-02  A: 36 cm B: 21.3 cmBS102.DAJ00-02 A: 30,6 cm B: 21.2 cm BS102.DAF00-02 A: 30,6 cm B: 21.2 cm
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TM EVO
CODE MAN: HT0075.L011 CODE WOMAN: HT0075.D011 

E V O
TM Evo: the evolution. 
TMirror project, the concept of a cycling short pad with a flat surface and support inserts going in the opposite direction from 
the standard market offered classical products. This innovative solution combined with the concept HT90 (lateral flaps, shaped 
90º) and inserts created with the VFC system has been tested with a large range of professional to amateur athletes. TMirror 
project meets the demand of athletes of all types of stroke, position and time spent on the saddle. 
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TM FORMA 90 
CODE MAN: HT0071.LF02 CODE WOMAN: HT0071.DF02 

FORMA90
TM Forma is the best compromise for a perfect comfort and excellent support. 80 kg m3 VFC in 8 mm support on the pack part 
guarantees the best support for all kind of distance. HT90 wings shape solution gives maximum comfort and a best anatomical 
fitting. Perforation on the front part can increase ventilation and drying.

HT0071.LF02  A: 36 cm B: 21.3 cmHT0075.L011  A: 37,2 cm B: 21.5 cm HT0071.DF02   A: 30,6 cm B: 21.2 cmHT0075.D011   A: 32,2 cm B: 21.4 cm

BLAZER
Fabric

OPEN CELL FOAM:
.thickness: 4mm

.density: 40kg/m3

MECHANICS
AIR SYSTEM

PERFORATION

TM redouble
comfort

V.F.C. OPEN CELL FOAM
concept:

.thickness: 8mm
.density: 90kg/m3

TM Smooth
Pad System

HT90 WINGS
MOLDEN TECH

BLAZER Fabric

PORON:
.4mm
.shock absorption

Perforated OPEN CELL FOAM:
.thickness: 4mm

.density: 40kg/m3

TM redouble
comfort

V.F.C. perforated
 OPEN CELL FOAM:

.thickness: 11mm
.density: 90kg/m3

TM Smooth
Pad System

HT90 WINGS
MOLDEN TECH
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MODE 60

TM MODE BOY - KID

B K

CODE BOY: HT0071.B002 CODE KID: HT0071.R002 

M O D E

HT0071.L002  A: 36 cm B: 21.3 cm HT0071.D002 A: 30,6 cm B: 21.2 cm

TM
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D
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60

SIZE

Special kid & boy pads solution. It is important to give to future athletes the right support. With 60km m3 support and HT90 mold 
system, TM Kid & Boy pad gives and excellent ergonomic fitting.

HT0071.B002  A: 33 cm B: 19.5 cm HT0071.R002   A: 30,5 cm B: 18 cm

TM
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SIZE

TM MODE 60 
CODE MAN: HT0071.L002 CODE WOMAN: HT0071.D002 

Evolution for TMirror classic, the TM Mode pad with lateral pad mold HT90° square system can give an ergonomic fit. It proposes 
with VFC Insert system 60 kg m3 can guarantee a great support for all kind of athletes. It is perfect for road abut also for MTB 
and City bike.

M W

BLAZER Fabric

OPEN CELL FOAM:
.thickness: 4mm

.density: 40kg/m3

TM redouble
comfort

V.F.C. OPEN CELL
FOAM concept:

.thickness: 10mm
.density: 60kg/m3

TM Smooth
Pad System

HT90 WINGS
MOLDEN TECH

BLAZER
Fabric

OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 4mm

• density: 40kg/m3

TM redouble
comfort

V.F.C. OPEN CELL FOAM
concept:

• thickness: 10mm
• density: 60kg/m3

TM Smooth
Pad System

HT90 WINGS
MOLDEN TECH
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TM SPRINT - OLYMPIC - IRON
CODE: HT0167.LS00 CODE: HT0167.LY00 CODE: HT0167.LI00 

HT0167.LS00   A: 24,8 cm B: 14.5 cm
HT0167.LY00   A: 24,8 cm B: 14.5 cm
HT0167.LI00   A: 24,8 cm B: 14.5 cm

SIZE

TM Tri an innovate structure for Triathlon. A study of the Tri disciplines permitted to create a solution for Sprint, Olympic and Iron 
Man races. It was studied riders saddle position and the support points. TM Tri with Poron support can gives the best comfort to 
the athletes. Perforation allows perspiration and an excellent and a rapid drying .
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ACCESSORIES

UNISEX

BLAZER
Fabric

PORON insert
• 4mm
• schock absorption

SUPPORT insert
OLYMPIC:
• thickness: 5mm
• density: 80kg/m3
IRON:
• thickness: 3mm
• density: 80kg/m3

OPEN CELL FOAM:
• thickness: 2mm

• density: 20kg/m3

MECHANICS
AIR SYSTEM

PERFORATION

MECHANICS
AIR SYSTEM

PERFORATION
TM redouble
comfort

V.F.C. OPEN CELL FOAM
concept:

• thickness: 4mm
• density: 40kg/m3

TM Smooth
Pad System
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C H R O N O

COMPOSITION COMPOSITION
SIZE SIZE

A special product dedicated to the TT Race .
Studied and designed to minimize overall obstructions and ensure maximum aerodynamics, the Chrono glove is considered as a 
second skin. Thanks to a minimal and completely smooth palm-grip, it ensures a good grip and a great handling.

CHRONO PRO SUMMER GLOVE
CODE: TE2029
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TOP: 80% POLYESTER (PL) | 20% 
ELASTANE (EA) PALM: 50% POLYAMIDE 
(PA) | 50% POLYURETHANE (PU)

TOP: 80% POLYESTER (PL) | 20% 
ELASTANE (EA) PALM: 90% POLYESTER 
(PL) | 10% POLYURETHANE (PU)

xs - s - m - l - xl - 2xl 3xs - 2xs - xs - s - m - l - xl - 2xl - 3xl

SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR SUMMER GLOVE
CODE: TE2033

This glove has become a best seller of Teo Sport items.
Thanks to its technical construction capable of combining different fabrics, the Summer Superior article is one of the most 
appreciated articles by the Teams. Special palm with 3D mesh, siliconized grip, highly breathable back fabric and a special cuff 
closure, ensure excellent fit with adhesion and stability during pedaling.
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Designed with a breathable fabric
and aerodynamics,it improves
breathability and ensures quick drying.
The fabric is completely customizable.

A special solution to wear
the glove without any

problem.

High breathability is due
to the use of a special light
mesh whose structure allows
a good passage of air.

Thanks to the fabric used, 
it provides excellent grip 

and excellent control in all 
conditions.

The highly anatomical 
structure allows

for better balance of 
hand-handlebar

and hand-gearshift.

Designed with a breathable
fabric and aerodynamics, 
it improves breathability
and ensures quick drying.
The fabric is completely 
customizable.

Created with the 3D AIRTECH 2 mm
mesh,it is a special solution to

ensure perspiration and rapid drying.

The special cuff closure is
an appreciated solution to
guarantee maximum hand fit.

A silicone resin that guarantees
a perfect grip thanks to the

symmetrical design.
Great handlebar control

and protection for fall episodes.

The action of removing the glove is
facilitated by the two fabric pulls
placed in the glove's fingers. 

The terry insert
allows the rider
to dry quickly.

High breathability is due
to the use of a special light
mesh whose structure allows
a good passage of air.
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POTENZA SUMMER GLOVE
CODE: TE2071

POTENZA
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COMPOSITION COMPOSITION
SIZE SIZETOP: 82% POLYESTER (PL) | 18% 

ELASTANE (EA) PALM: 66% POLYAMIDE 
(PA) | 25% POLYURETHANE (PU) | 9% 
ELASTANE (EA)

TOP: 80% POLYESTER (PL) | 20% 
ELASTANE (EA) PALM: 90% POLYESTER 
(PL) | 10% POLYURETHANE (PU) 

s - m - l - xl xs - s - m - l - xl - 2xl 

Elegance and technology in a single product.
Thanks to the combination of different materials, maximum breathability can be guaranteed also on warmer days.
The length of the glove is essential for maximum comfort.

In Teo Sport we have studied and analyzed the needs of riders when they interfere with hand-handlebar and hand-gearshift. 
Thanks to the combination of elastic fabrics and soft supports, we introduced a glove that can satisfy all athletes’ needs. Thanks 
to an extremely soft and elastic palm, you get a high sensitivity and exceptional hand-handle control and hand-gearshift in all 
conditions.

Designed with a breathable fabric,
it improves breathability and

ensures fast drying.
The fabric is completely customizable.

Studied, designed and developed internally.
Thanks to its elasticity, the palm has
maximum flexibility in all movements
on the handlebars.

Thanks to the fabric used,
it guarantees excellent grip and

excellent control in all conditions.
The highly anatomical structure

guarantees better balance
hand-handlebar and hand-change.The minimal reinforcements

created and positioned at
the most impacted points
are able to absorb vibrations
without losing sensitivity
on bike control.

The terry insert
allows the rider

to dry quickly.

High breathability is due
to the use of a special light
mesh whose structure allows
a good passage of air.

Particular attention has been
given to the length of the fingers.
Studied and created following the

hand anatomy, fingers have different
lengths in relation to the real fingers

size to have the best fit. Designed with a breathable
fabric, it improves breathability
and ensures fast drying.
The fabric is completely
customizable.

The terry insert
allows the rider
to dry quickly.

A special fabric with mesh construction to
ensure breathability and a feeling of freshness.

Created with
the 3D AIRTECH

2 mm mesh, a special
solution to ensure

perspiration and
rapid drying.

The action of removing
the glove is facilitated

by the two fabric
pulls placed in the

glove's fingers.

Thanks to the fabric used,
it guarantees excellent grip
and excellent control in all
conditions. The highly
anatomical structure
guarantees better balance
hand-handlebar and
hand-change.

High breathability is due to
the use of a special retina
whose structure allows a
good passage of air.

The minimal
reinforcements 
created and positioned 
at the most impacted 
points are able to
absorb vibrations without
losing sensitivity during riding.

CORSA SUMMER GLOVE
CODE: TE2040
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EAGLE LINE MTB SUMMER GLOVE
CODE: TE2848
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CLASSIC WINTER GLOVE
CODE: TE3001

CLASSIC
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COMPOSITION COMPOSITION
SIZE SIZETOP: 80% POLYESTER (PL) | 20% 

ELASTANE (EA) PALM: 90% POLYESTER 
(PL) | 10% POLYURETHANE (PU) 

TOP: 85% POLYESTER (PL) | 15% ELASTANE 
(EA) PALM: 15% ELASTANE (EA) | 50% 
POLYESTER (PL)  | 35% POLYAMIDE (PA)

2xs - xs - s - m - l - xl - 2xl 3xs - 2xs - xs - s - m - l - xl - 2xl - 3xl

The Eagle Line glove synthesizes the best solution for MTB lovers using long finger gloves.
The combination of materials used for road items allows us to have the best off-road results.
Technology and comfort in an indestructible product, designed for all types of off-road routes.

Using a special bi-elastic fabric with windproof membrane and coated inside with a very soft fleece, this glove is able to keep 
your hands warm in any cold condition. Thanks to the WR water-resistance treatment, the product is exceptional in all weather 
conditions. The palm with a silicon support ensures a good grip on the handlebar.

Designed with a breathable fabric,
it improves breathability and
ensures fast drying.
The fabric is completely customizable.

The terry insert allows
the rider to dry quickly.

Created with the 3D AIRTECH
2 mm network, a special

solution to ensure perspiration
and rapid drying.

The special cuff closure
is an appreciated solution to
guarantees maximum hand fit.

High breathability is due to the use 
of a special mesh whose structure
allows a good passage of air.

Thanks to the fabric used, it guarantees excellent 
grip and excellent control in all conditions.

The highly anatomical structure guarantees 
to better balance hand-handlebar 

and hand-gearshift.

Designed with a breathable fabric,
it improves breathability and ensures
fast drying. The fabric is completely
customizable.

The special closure without
velcro is able to follow the
anatomy of the hand guaranteeing
the best fit and maximum comfort.

Windproof WR Fabric that allows
you to keep your hand warm and dry.

Windproof fabric with
WR treatment can guarantee

maximum comfort.

Particular attention has been given 
to the length of the fingers. Studied 

and created following the hand 
anatomy, fingers have different 

lengths in relation to the real 
fingers size to have the best fit

A special silicone resin that thanks 
to the symmetrical design allows a 
perfect grip for a good handlebar 

control. It is also a small protection 
in unlucky fall episodes. 
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CONCETTO WINTER GLOVE
CODE: TE3050

CONCETTO
Made of stretch fabric Fleece is a glove that every athlete needs to have in his wardrobe. The light and bi-elastic fabric makes 
this product suitable for many situations; In spring and autumn periods when it is not so cold to use a winter glove, early in the 
morning even in the summer when it is still fresh and before the sun comes out and in cold periods like under glove. The siliconized 
grip in the palm optimizes the grip on the bike handlebar. Cuff closure for excellent fit.
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AIRTECH WINTER GLOVE
CODE: TE3064

AIRTECH
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COMPOSITION
SIZE

85% POLYAMIDE (PA) | 15% ELASTANE (EA)
2xs - xs - s - m - l - xl - 2xl

COMPOSITION
SIZE

70% POLYESTER (PL) | 15% ELASTANE (EA) | 
15% POLYURETHANE (PU) s - m - l - xl - 2xl

Studied and designed for the worst meteorological conditions.
It uses the same materials as scuba suits and it can guarantee a warm hand. Neoprene is also ideal for rainy days thanks to its 
elasticity and excellent quality. The grip is guaranteed by the silicon on the palm.

Fleece fabric elasticized with 
warm hand. Ideal for
mid-season periods.
The fabric is completely 
customizable.

The special closure without
velcro is able to follow the
anatomy of the hand
guaranteeing the best
fit and maximum comfort.

Elastic fleece fabric
with warm hand. Ideal

for mid-season periods.

Woven fleece elasticized
with warm hand. Ideal
for mid-season periods.

A special silicone resin that thanks to the
symmetrical design allows a perfect grip

for good handlebar control. It is also a small
protection in unlucky fall episodes.

Particular attention has been given to the 
length of the fingers. Studied and created 
following the hand anatomy, fingers have 

different lengths in relation to the real 
fingers size to have the best fit 

3D mesh fabric and
waterproof membrane that
keeps your hand warm and
dry even in extreme weather
conditions. The fabric is
completely customizable.

A special silicone resin that thanks
to the symmetrical design allows a
perfect grip for a good handlebar

control. It is also a small 
protectionin unlucky fall episodes.

Particular attention has been given to the
length of the fingers. Studied and created
following the hand anatomy, fingers have

different lengths in relation to the real fingers
size to have the best fit.

The special closure without
velcro is able to follow the
anatomy of the hand guaranteeing
the best fit and maximum comfort.

Windproof WR Woven Fabric
that allows you to adjust it to

keep your hand warm and dry.

3D mesh fabric and
waterproof membrane that 

keeps your hand
warm and dry even in extreme 

weather conditions.
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NEOPRENE WINTER GLOVE
CODE: TE3066

NEOPRENE
Studied and designed for the worst meteorological conditions.
It uses the same materials as scuba suits and it can guarantee a warm hand. Neoprene is also ideal for rainy days thanks to its 
elasticity and excellent quality. The grip is guaranteed by the silicon on the palm.
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CLASSIC WINTER SHOE COVER  
CLASSIC WINTER
CODE: TE4016

CLASSIC WINTER HIGH
CODE: TE4019

CLASSIC
This shoe cover is one of the most popular models for cyclists and responds to all their needs. Using a WR (rain-resistance) 
bi-elastic fabric and a soft fleece in contact with the shoe, laminated with a windproof membrane, this product keeps the foot 
warm even on colder days. Thanks to its exceptional elasticity, the product is adaptable for all shoe models. The silicone sole helps 
the cyclist to not slip if they put a foot to the wet ground. With the reflective back zip we want to give the athlete visibility even 
during the evening hours. The shoe cover is presented in 2 heights, this solution meets the individual needs of athletes.
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COMPOSITION
SIZE

100% NEOPRENE
xs - s - m - l - xl

COMPOSITION
SIZESHOE COVER: 85% POLYESTER (PL) | 15% 

ELASTANE (EA) SOLE: 90% POLYESTER (PL) 
| 10% POLUYRETHANE (PU)

33-34 / 35-36 / 37-38 / 39-40 / 41-42 / 43-44 / 45-46 / 47-48 | TE4016
35-36 / 37-38 / 39-40 / 41-42 / 43-44 / 45-46 / 47-48 | TE4019

The special closure without velcro
is able to follow the anatomy of the
hand guaranteeing the best fit
and maximum comfort.

Elastic and waterproof fabric.
Also used for making scuba suits
it can keep a hand warm.

Elastic and waterproof fabric.
Also used for making scuba

suits it can keep a hand warm.

Special Silicone Resin which thanks
to the symmetrical design allows a

perfect grip for a good handlebar control.
It is also a valid protection in unlucky fall

episodes.

Particular attention has been given to
the length of the fingers. Studied and created

following the hand anatomy, fingers have
different lengths in relation to the real fingers

size to have the best fit.
Elastic and waterproof 
fabric. Also used for 
making scuba suits it can 
keep a hand warm.

# outside right and left # inside right and left

Windproof fabric with WR
treatment that allows and

keep the foot warm and dry.
The fabric is completely customizable.

The closure with velcro is able
to guarantee the best fit and
maximum comfort.

A special silicon resin that thanks to
the symmetrical design helps the

cyclist to not slip if he is to put his
foot on the ground.

Back zip.

A special protection 
system is applied

to protect the skin's 
sensitivity from
problems due of 

rubbing with the zip. 
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WINDPROOF - NEOPRENE TOE COVER
CODE: TE4030

T O E
Ideal for those days when it is too hot for the shoe covers but not enough to not protect your toes. The silicone sole helps the 
cyclist to not slip if it is necessary to put the foot to the ground. Presented in two versions: neoprene fabric or windproof fabric, 
this item is indispensable for every riders.

CO
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RAIN SHOE COVER
RAIN
CODE: TE4058

RAIN PLUS
CODE: TE4068

R A I N
Water resistant shoe cover.
Dynamic Rain Waterproof Fabric with a taped waterproof ribbon on the front part to make the product ideal for protecting 
yourself from rain. The exceptional fabric elasticity guarantees the best fit for all shoe models while maintaining a high thermal 
insulation. A good visibility is guaranteed by the reflective zip in the back. The Zip-Garage closure limits the discomfort during 
pedaling.

RA
IN

 S
H

OE
 C
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ER

COMPOSITION
SIZEA: 100% NEOPRENE

B: 70% POLYESTER (PL) | 20% ELASTANE 
(EA) | 10% POLYURETHANE (PU)

ONE SIZE

COMPOSITION
SIZE

33% POLYURETHANE (PU) | 57% POLYESTER 
(PL) | 10% ELASTANE (EA) 37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48

“version A”

“version B”

Elastic and waterproof
fabric. Also used for

making scuba suits it
can allow for a warm foot.

Windproof fabric with WR
treatment that keeps the foot

warm and dry. The fabric is
completely customizable.

A special silicon resin that
thanks to the symmetrical
design helps the cyclist to
not slip if he is to put
his foot on the ground.

# outside right and left # inside right and left

Exceptionally elastic waterproof
fabric that guarantees rain resistance,

also keeps the foot warm and dry in
all weather conditions.

Applying a seam at the
front to cover seams
allows you to secure
the Waterproof product.

A small insert on the front increases
resistance and allows you to not
slip when your foot is ground.

A special protection
system is applied
to protect the skin's
sensitivity from
problems due of 
rubbing with the zip.

Rain back zip
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AIRTECH SHOE COVER
CODE: TE4060

AIRTECH

AI
RT
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DYNAMIC SHOE COVER
CODE: TE4082

DYNAMIC
Shoe cover with high aerodynamic performances. Used by professional riders but is becoming a useful accessory to all that who 
want to challenge the high speeds.

DY
N
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COMPOSITION
SIZE

70% POLYESTER (PL) | 20% ELASTANE (EA) 
| 10% POLYURETHANE (PU) 37-38 / 39-40 / 41-42 / 43-44 / 45-46 / 47-48

Made with a special fabric constriction with 3D (tri-dimensional) mesh the shoe cover can guarantee body heat recycling, allowing 
the foot to stay warm and dry.
An insulating tape is applied  on the front of the shoe cover to ensure the cyclist a 100% waterproof shoe cover.
Reflective zip with greater visibility at the back.

COMPOSITION
SIZE

33% POLYURETHANE (PU) | 57% POLYESTER 
(PL) | 10% ELASTANE (EA) 37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48

# outside right and left # inside right and left

3D mesh fabric and waterproof
 membrane that keeps the foot
warm and dry even in extreme
weather conditions. The fabric is
completely customizable.

Applying a sealing tape
at the front to cover
seams allows you to
secure the
Waterproof product.

Reflective back
hinge for
greater visibility.

A special protection
system is applied
to protect the skin's
sensitivity from
problems due of 
rubbing with the zip.

# outside right and left # inside right and left

Exceptionally elastic
aerodynamic 
fabric that allows an
excellent fitting.

Special closure in the sole part.

Reinforcement in the back
part to increase the protection.
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CHRONO PLUS SHOE COVER
PLUS
CODE: TE4083

PLUS HIGH
CODE: TE4083-2

CHRONO
Shoe cover with high aerodynamic performances. Used by professional riders but is becoming a useful accessory to all that who 
want to challenge the high speeds.

UNDER HELMET

BANDANA

CODE: TE6706

CODE: TE6725

This under helmet hat is the ideal solution for winter. 
Thanks to the windshield front panel you can get 
better protection against the cold. The elastic fleece 
side parts guarantee excellent adherence without 
excluding auditory sensitivity.

A purely summer product that thanks to its large 
surface protects against sunburns.
This item can be put under the helmet. The breathable 
fabric allows rapid drying.
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SIZE

SIZE

COMPOSITION
FRONT: 85% POLYESTER (PL) | 15% 
ELASTANE (EA) BACK: 85% POLYAMIDE | 
15% ELASTANE (EA)  

COMPOSITION
100% POLYESTER (PL)

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

COMPOSITION
SIZE

33% POLYURETHANE (PU) | 57% 
POLYESTER (PL) | 10% ELASTANE (EA) 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48

# outside right and left # inside right and left

Exceptionally elastic
aerodynamic fabric that
allows an excellent fitting.

Special closure in the sole part.

Windproof WR Woven Fabric
that allows you to adjust it

to keep your head warm and
dry. The fabric is completely

customizable.

Windproof WR Woven Fabric
that allows you to adjust it

to keep your head warm and
dry. The fabric is completely

customizable.

Elastic fleece fabric 
with warm band. 
Ideal for mid-season 
periods..
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NECK WARMER
CODE: TE6751

An easy-to-use solution to protect yourself from the cold. Created with an elastic fleece fabric this product is ideal in spring and 
autumn, but also a great solution in the summer morning when it is still fresh before the sun goes out.
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LIGHT CAP

BAND

CODE: TE6730

CODE: TE6752

LI
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This article made with bi-elastic fleece fabric allows 
excellent fit. The product used under the helmet is the 
ideal solution for protecting yourself from the cold.

An easy-to-use solution to protect yourself from the 
cold. Created with an elastic fleece fabric this product 
is ideal in spring and autumn, but also a great solution 
in the summer morning when it is still fresh before the 
sun goes out.

SIZE

SIZE

COMPOSITION
52% NYLON | 32% POLYESTER (PL) | 16% 
ELASTANE (EA)

COMPOSITION
52% NYLON | 32% POLYESTER (PL) | 16% 
ELASTANE (EA)

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

COMPOSITION
SIZE

84% POLYESTER (PL) | 16% ELASTANE (EA) ONE SIZE

Elastic warm
fleece fabric.

Fleece elasticized fabric 
with warm band.

Ideal for mid-season periods.
The fabric is completely 

customizable.Flat stitching 
to eliminate
any friction
problems. 

Flat stitching to
eliminate any

friction problems. 

Fleece elasticized 
fabric with warm 
band.
Ideal for mid-season
periods. The fabric is
completely 
customizable.
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TMirror project, the concept of a cycling short pad with 
a flat surface and a support insert going in the opposite 
direction from the standard market offered classic 
products.

HT Easy solution eliminate the angular point from front 
part to the lateral flap to improve the stitching system.
The base pattern is more smoothed and give a better 
comfort.

Teo Sport present a new generation of pad insert 
construction. This revolutionary foam development 
permit to have a foam without any stress production 
process.  V.F.C. foam is a particular industrial process 
that from raw material combined with a “special” 
reaction can create an insert with an excellent 
perspiration and the best support on the saddle.

After producers  and 
riders requests we are 
working for eliminating 
all press edge. This helps 
short producers to 
have an homogeneity 
in production for 
all kind of seams 
system.

HT Air is a special system made of pressured and 
perforated channels that create a great air movement 
that can guarantee an excellent breathability. The 
perforated air channels are placed on all the pad on 
studied stratecig points, where air can enter, move 
along the channels and go out continuously.

T MIRROR

EASY

V.F.C.

O.E SYSTEM

AIR SYSTEM

The first “Y style” short insert moulded.
With this new revolutionary seamless technology the 
pads now follows your skin in motion and give a perfectly 
contracts with your body. The geometry of HT90 
Technology eliminates skin rashes and irritations on 
the inguinal parts during every pedal stroke.

HT90

The TM Armadillo pad insert foam is made with a special 
pressed line system, designed and created in various 
levels and heights. It is able to guarantee and facilitate 
the movements of torsion, inclination and compression-
extension for the athlete during racing. The insert 
Armadillo combined with Technology TMirror 
(supported by the shape of the lunettes with the 
system HT90 and tested by a wide range of athletes) 
allows Teo Sport to propose a revolutionary new 
solution for the market of pad short inserts.

TM ARMADILLO
Thanks to a complex three-dimensional cutting system, the 
foams are cut to remove the excess parts maintaining 
enough foam in the support area points and reduce the 
foam thickness where there is the need for freedom of 
movement, comfort and softness.
The Blade Sign technology guarantee smooth 3D 
edges constructions that is able to eliminate all the 
complaints, making the product very comfortable 
and light.The exceptional flexibility of the Blade Sign 
technology allows the development of multiple 
solutions. The combination with other Teo Sport 
technologies, developed in almost 40 years of 
experience, means that this new line can 
provide a valid support for cyclists.Blade 
Sign technology combines with the TMirror 
solutions, flat surface and the support 
inserts developed in the opposite direction 
and the HT90 curved lunettes concept 
guarantee maximum comfort. 

BLADE SIGN

Three stitchs seams

PAD

LYCRA

SEAMS

Flatlock seams

PAD

SEAMS

LYCRA

Zig zag seams

PAD

SEAMS

LYCRA

TECHNOLOGY

TE
C
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N
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G
Y

TECHNOLOGY
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Great attention is made to selections process of the foams we use for our pads . All choices are carefully evaluated, tested and 
optimized for density, breathability, flexibility and vibration impact reactions.
The product has been thoroughly tested before we made any decisions. There are multiple important scientific test our products 
have gone through, and we are positive that these are very important. But we want our foams to also be tested by athletes, that 
end of using them. We trust on the feedback of our professional and amateur athletes, on the real day use of our pads. 
Thanks to the experience and the flexibility of our company, various thicknesses are studied for each type of the pad and 
we can consider each foam’s reactions with the various components of the final product.

• Elasticity: Very good
• Transpiration: Excellent 

breathability thanks to the open 
cell structure

• Support: Very good, it is able to 
guarantee an excellent foam / 
cyclist weight ratio

• Density: 60 kg / m3

• Elasticity: very good
• Transpiration: excellent 

breathability thanks to the open 
cell structure

• Support: Very good, it is able to 
guarantee an excellent foam / 
cyclist weight ratio

• Density: 90 kg / m3
• Holes: For more breathability you 

can also have the perforated 
foam version, without forgetting 
that perforation reduce a 
percentage of foam density

FOAMS

Density 60 Density 80 Density 90

• Elasticity: Very good
•  Transpiration: Excellent 

breathability thanks to the open 
cell structure

• Support: Very good, it is able to 
guarantee an excellent foam / 
cyclist weight ratio

• Density: 80 kg / m3
• Holes: For more breathability you 

can also have the perforated 
foam version, without forgetting 
that perforation reduce a 
percentage of foam density

A special foam is used to guarantee vibration shock absorb during the rider’s demounting. Tested in various shapes and densities, 
the best solution chosen by athletes is Poron 92 Slow Memory. The exceptional capacity to absorb the road vibrations permit to 
absorb the impact and distribute it evenly.

• Elasticity: Very good

• Transpiration: Excellent breathability thanks to the open cell structure

• Support: Very good, it is able to guarantee an excellent foam / cyclist weight ratio

• Density: 240 kg / m3

• Holes: For more breathability you can also have the perforated foam version, without forgetting that perforation          
reduce a percentage of foam density

PORON 92

MATERIALS

M
A

T
E

R
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L
S

MATERIALS
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CARBON is a polyurethane-based foam modified with 
micro-porous carbon. The special properties of CARBON 
are its air permeability, high elasticity and above all 
the high inner surface area that results in its high 
retention capacity and surface activity.
The molecular structure of the porous carbon, also 
known as active carbon, consists of nanoscopically 
tiny pores that make it a highly effective absorbent.
Therefore, CARBON is suitable for applications 
such as odour-stop shoe insoles.

CARBON CARBON 
Foam

New perforated gel solution 4mm thickness for a good 
impact resistant.

PERFORATED GEL Perforated

GEL

The XTF fabric, Extra Tech Fiber, is designed to provide 
breathability, rapid drying, maximum comfort and a soft 
surface. The texture of the XTF fabric is the result of a 
combination of polyester and elastane first class yarns 
with a particular production process. The special 
capillary weave provides a 3D channel structure 
that increases breathability and reduces drying 
times. Surface finishing, made with new generation 
machinery with three-dimensional heads, allows us 
to make a product with the most softness with a 
touch feeling that has not equal.

XTF

The multysensory microfiber that delicately soft, gently 
caressing your body like a second skin. Easy care. Ultra 
rapid drying.

MERYL

Result of unique Technology, Air Plus, Created in synergy 
with company Eschler, is thoroughly avant-garde 
microfiber that can guarantee technical and sensory 
performance that no other material can equal. Made 
by a sophisticated industrial process Air Plus, is able 
to guarantee perspiration, functionality, softness 
and comfort.

AIRPLUS

New generation spun yarn made of polyester fibre and 
BIO-CERAMIC materials. Maintains the body at an ideal 
temperature in all weather conditions.

• Active barrier against sun heat: long lasting 
freshness during exposure and sport activity

• High thermal insulation thanks to the bio-
ceramic fibres that insulate from cold

• Emission of FIR ( Far Infrared Rays) that      
enhance the body’s micro-circulatory system 
and strengthen the metabolic system

BIOCERAMIC

Blazer Polyester fabric offers a sensation of new soft 
feel and a movement freedom to the wearer. Faster dry.

BLAZER POLYESTER

SAVANA offers a sensational new soft feel and movement 
freedom to the wearer. This fabric includes a Silver Ions 
treatment to avoid the formation of micro-organisms.
that are able to reduce environment and waste.

SAVANA

www.teosport.it/technology/
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